MIKEY
WEINSTEIN'S
FFRF
ATTACKS AGAINST RELIGIOUS
FREEDOM AND CONSTITUTIONAL
LAW
The assaults against Religious Freedom since 2008 has been
unprecedented in U.S. since Revolutionary War with no course
for redress given. The attacks by Weinstein and his personal
front FFRF are undeniable.
Freedom (From)
Religion
Foundation has been at the very forefront of every attack
against Religious Freedom within military since Weinstein’s
appointment at Pentagon as well as across U.S.
Is Saul
Alinksy’s “Marxist Ruling Class” infiltrated every level of
govenrment to achieve his goal of “Total Power”??
Alinsky
Communist organizers have played vital part in attacks against
U.S. fundamental laws and Constitutional liberties.
While
they are eager to manipulate liberties which U.S. Constitution
provides.
now with their power base in highest levels of
government there is no recourse for justice against the
militant assaults which threatens our future.
What happened to “The Smith Act” of 1919 and 1940
which
prohibited violent covert overthrow by Communist
infiltrators? What happened to the justice instilled by House
Committee on Unameircan Activities? The history of Smith Act
involved every level of government even Hollywood.
“Perhaps it is a universal truth that the loss of liberty at
home is to be charged against provisions against danger, real
or pretended from abroad”.

I believe there are
more instances of the
abridgment of the
freedom of the people
by gradual and silent
encroachments of those
in power, than by
violent and sudden
usurpations June 6
1788 Speech at the
Virginia Convention to
ratify the Federal
Constitution
Letter to Thomas Jefferson 13 May 1798 published in Letters
and Other Writings of James Madison (1865), Vol. II, p. 141
The Smith Act (54 Stat. 670) of 1940 proscribed, among other
things, the advocacy of the forcible or violent overthrow of
the government. The act became the analogue of the New York
Criminal Anarchy Act sustained in gitlow v. new york, 268 U.S.
652, 45 S. Ct. 625, 69 L. Ed. 1138 (1925). New York had passed
that law in 1902,
The Pincers Strategy style attacks directed both at military
and our society as a whole. The combatant attacks directed
simultaneously and methodically at religious freedoms, every

constitutional liberty listed in our Bill of Rights, judicial
laws the fundamental foundations fabric which knits the fiber
of U.S. exceptionalism.
Weinstein and FFRF’s attacks on
Christians in military has been astounding removing bibles
from base lodges, removal of God from everything in military
from court martial, removal of all references in oaths ,
logos on patches
Why are these attacks limited only to
Christianity?
Islam, Wicca and even Satanism is allowed
within our military now.
Army for sometime has Satanic
church and Psychological Warfare paranormal warfare unit.
Interesting “Temple of Set” name and it’s founder Lt. Col.
Aquino is a very interesting character.
The sect seems to
be named after homosexual Egyptian Warlord of chaos.
Set
could have been changed to “Baphomet” first mentioned during
trials of specific Knights Templar. No one connects after
Rome conquered during Abbasid Caliphate Catholic church took
over. Knights Templar created by Vatican to take possession
of Jerusalem back from muslims.
Why are non-Catholic
Christians charged with these crimes under 2nd Nicea’s heresy
laws?
Oklahoma refused to remove Ten Commandments at state capitol
and this statue was erected to defy their steadfast support to
fundamental values.

If Christianity was written
into “Common Law” while
leaving religion up to
conscience would it be
National duty to defend
it????

Yuri Benzmenov explains Communist strategy to incite class
warfare and chaos for destabilization without using military
force.
By pitting two factions together results in Crisis
when society can no longer sustain itself. Strategy based on
Ancient military philosopher Sun Tzu circa 500 B.C.

The assaults against the very “fiber” of our Judicial Laws and
Constitutional Freedoms has been bi-partisan and felt
throughout the world.

CCHD paid for Barack Obama’s Marxist Training at (IAF)
Industrial Area Foundation.
CCHD paid for Barack Obama’s Marxist Training at (IAF)
Industrial Area Foundation.

Is the long forgotten history of “Spanish Inquisition” being
wrongly interconnected with true Christianity?
Does the
Creator expect us to lay down like dogs or fight the good
fight of faith? Will these treasonous assaults go unchecked
that history of persecutions during Roman Empire,
Spanish
Inquisition and later Britain’s “Divine Rights of Kings”
starting with Bloody Mary?
“Today, we face incredibly well-funded gangs of fundamentalist
Christian monsters who terrorize their fellow Americans by
forcing their weaponized and twisted version of Christianity
upon their helpless subordinates in our nation’s armed
forces.”

Those words were recently written by Mikey Weinstein, founder
of the Military Religious Freedom Foundation (MRFF), in a
column he wrote for the Huffington Post. Weinstein IS a
consultant to the Pentagon in charge of developing new
policies on religious tolerance, including a policy for courtmartialing military chaplains who share the Christian Gospel
during spiritual counseling of American troops.

Joseph Story served as Associate Justice of the U.S. Supreme
Court from 1811-1845, and founded the Harvard Law School.
“Chief Justice John Marshall welcomed the young scholar, and
their working relationship was one of the most productive in
the history of the Court. … From his teaching came a dozen
volumes of legal commentary on public and private law. Through
his multiple roles as judge, teacher, and publicist, Story was
the most commanding legal figure of his age.”16 The following
quotes from this renowned Associate Justice leave no doubt of
the vital importance Christianity played in both the private
and civil life of America.
”I verily believe Christianity necessary to the support of
civil society. One of the beautiful boasts of our municipal
jurisprudence is that Christianity is a part of the Common
Law. . . There never has been a period in which the Common Law
did not recognize Christianity as lying its foundations.”
http://www.lonang.com/index.html
“Christianity becomes not merely an auxiliary, but a guide, to
the law of nature; establishing its conclusions, removing its
doubts, and evaluating its precepts.”
“My own private judgment has long been (and every day’s
experience more and more confirms me in it) that government
cannot long exist without an alliance with Religion to some
extent, and that Christianity is indispensable to the true
interests and solid foundation of all governments. . . . I
know not, indeed, how any deep sense of moral obligation or

acceptableness can be expected to prevail in the community
without a firm foundation of the great Christian truths.”

If Christianity was written into “Common Law” to ensure
“morality”
while leaving religion up to conscience
would it be National duty to defend it????

Could Gamaliel Leader and FFRF Founder Mikey Weinstein’s
attack be covert attacks against the very fiber of our
Judicial Law?

John
Adams
2nd
U.S.
President and
Signer of the
Declaration
of
Independence:

“Suppose a nation in some distant Region should take the Bible
for their only law Book, and every member should regulate his
conduct by the precepts there exhibited! Every member would be
obliged in conscience, to temperance, frugality, and industry;
to justice, kindness, and charity towards his fellow men; and
to piety, love, and reverence toward Almighty God … What a
Eutopia, what a Paradise would this region be.” (Diary and
Autobiography of John Adams, Vol. III, p. 9)

Sir Blackstone’s (LONANG) Laws of Nature and Nature’s God is
the very fiber of Judicial and Constitutional Law.
FASCIST EXECUTIVE ORDER HOMELAND
DESTROYING CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS

SECURITY

PARTNERSHIP
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IRS Agrees to Atheist Group’s
Demands to Monitor Sermons
Obama’s Oct. 26, 2012 Executive Order Partnership among the
most dangerous to freedom in America.
Not only did this
fascist
Executive Order place most Federal Agencies under
Homeland Security but included “non-governmental agencies”
which share same views. This could include former Gamaliel
Foundation Executive organizer Mikey Weinstein’s Freedom From
Religion.
Both Weinstein and Obama worked for Gamaliel
Foundation. Weinstein was appointed over Pentagon Religious
Freedom.

IRS has agreed to monitor pastor’s
sermons as part of plea bargain relating
to lawsuit by Weinstein’s Freedom From

Religion Organization.
The Internal Revenue Service continues to extend its already
vast overreach, this time by agreeing to monitor church
sermons as part of an agreement the government made on July 17
with the aggressively atheistic Freedom From Religion
Foundation.
Freedom Outpost reported, “The Internal Revenue Service
settled a lawsuit brought by the Freedom from Religion
Foundation. The 2012 lawsuit was settled after the IRS agreed
to monitor what is said in houses of worship, something that
is a clear violation of the First Amendment, since no law can
be written by Congress to this effect.”
The Freedom From Religion Foundation, based in Wisconsin,
brought the suit against the IRS, asserting that the group had
been ignoring complaints that churches were violating their
tax-exempt statuses. According to the group’s suit, churches
promote political issues, legislation, and candidates from the
pulpit.
There is nothing mentioned about Labor Unions political ties
and funding while receiving tax exempt status for union
dues.
Churches have fell for Lyndon B. Johnson’s trap of
401c3 he created. The fact is churches have always had taxexempt status. Johnson’s bill only applied to churches which
have business attached to their church. This was only a means
to silence the church voice and hush money for churches who
took the bait.

“Churches Don’t pay Rent” Saul Alinsky live interview by “Red
Outside Agitator.Preview Changes

The Radical Changes and attacks on Christianity

are consistent with Saul Alinsky and his radical
community organizers.

Saul Alinsky’s radical proteges are waging his war on America

CREATING A TAX-EXEMPT CHURCH FRONT ORGANIZATION TO
DESTROY RELIGIOUS FREEDOM.
Using Saul Alinsky Marxist Gamaliel Foundation and (IAF)
Industrial Area Foundation as fronts use Communist style
organizing as religious fronts. Both of which have tax-exempt
status.
COMMUNITY ORGANIZING CATHOLIC BISHOPS CONFERENCE & CCHD
(CATHOLIC CAMPAIGN FOR HUMAN DEVELOPMENT) SUPPORTS ILLEGALS
COMING TO YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD.
Excerpt from excellent insider expose on how the U.S. CATHOLIC
BISHOPS CONFERENCE PROMOTES AMNESTY TO ILLEGALS, Saul Alinsky
community organizer style! Using that 4th Rule…”Make the enemy
live up to its own book of rules. You can kill them with this,
for they can no more obey their own rules than the Christian
church can live up to Christianity.”
“Notice that there was no reiteration of Catholic teaching
that homosexuality is immoral and a disordered lifestyle. Yet,

the Bishops have been enthusiastic about passing a new
immigration bill that extends amnesty to illegal aliens.
A December 12, 2010, message from “Justice for Immigrants,” a
project of the U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops (USCCB),
declared: “DREAM Act wins in House, focus is now on Senate.
Thanks to your great effort, the House of Representatives
passed the DREAM Act on Wednesday night with a 216-198 vote.
It has been a tough battle, but we cannot let up now. We need
to keep the momentum going.”When the DREAM Act failed to pass
in the Senate, Sister Simone Campbell, the Executive Director
of NETWORK, a National Catholic Social Justice Lobby,
issued a statement saying:“The Senate’s vote to block passage
of the DREAM Act raised bullying behavior to a new level in
our nation. By targeting children who were brought to the U.S.
by their undocumented immigrant parents and by denying those
children the opportunity to earn citizenship through hard work
and sacrifice, legislators have embarrassed themselves and our
nation. Worse than that, legislators who voted against DREAM
yielded to pressure from nativist, bigoted people who find no
shame in going after children during this Christmas season by
spreading lies about the content and intent of the bill. Shame
on all those senators who chose politics over justice and
compassion. At NETWORK, we will press the new Congress to
finally reform our immigration system so that justice triumphs
over bigotry.” http://religiousleftexposed.com/…/upl…/2013/12/mayer.pdfJUSTICE FOR IMMIGRANTS supported by the U.S.
Conference of Catholic Bishops
http://justiceforimmigrants.org/index.shtmlAs is the case in
all faiths, it isn’t the faithful who are evildoers but the
ones pulling the strings behind the leaders at the top.
http://religiousleftexposed.com/home/http://www.crossroad.to/Quotes/communism/alinsky.htmSAUL ALINSKY GOES TO CHURCH
http://sojo.net/magazine/2000/03/saul-alinsky-goes-churchA cry
is coming from Catholics across the country to defund the
Catholic Campaign for Human Development, the social justice
arm for the United States Conference of Catholic Bishops
http://www.catholic.org/news/politics/story.php?id=34485

CATHOLIC CAMPAIGN FOR HUMAN
DEVELOPMENT

Federal and Soros funded CCHD to launder
money
into
state
contractors
for
distribution of
illegal children in
Tennessee.
USING TAX EXEMPT APOSTATE
FACILITATE CRISIS.

CHURCH

FRONT

TO

Federal refugee contractors like the TN Office for Refugees
(TOR) operating in Tennessee, are complaining that the U.S.
Office of Refugee Resettlement (ORR) may use some of the
contractors’ money to help the children crossing the border.
TOR says that if their money is reduced they won’t be able to
help the refugees they have brought to Tennessee. To date,
there has been no suggestion by TOR that they would reduce the
number of people they plan to bring to the State.
IS MIKEY WEINSTEIN PAYING TAXES ON HIS INCOME FROM (FFRF)
Freedom From Religion?
With Weinstein’s billet at Pentagon
seems this should be classified “Conflict of Interest”!!

Military Times: Mikey Weinstein receiving 47% of all
revenues from (FFRF) Freedom (From) Religion.

Exclusive:
Nonprofit
CEO
cashes
in
on
religious
freedom campaign

Over the last decade, Military Religious Freedom Foundation
founder and president Mikey Weinstein has become one of the
most persistent and vocal activists in the military community,
ferociously arguing for the separation of church and state in
the military.
His compensation for running MRFF is also exceptionally large
compared with top salaries at most nonprofits, militaryrelated and otherwise — especially those the size of MRFF, an
Air Force Times examination of the organization’s tax filings
shows. In 2012, Weinstein received total compensation worth
$273,355 — about 47 percent of all money MRFF raised through
contributions and grants that year, according to IRS filings
accessed on the nonprofit transparency website GuideStar.
http://www.militarytimes.com/interactive/article/20140702/NEWS
/307020076/Exclusive-Nonprofit-CEO-cashes-religious-freedomcampaign
WEINSTEIN ALINSKY TRAINED DISCIPLE at Gamaliel Foundation.
According to “God And Country”
Christian organization of
Fighter Pilots: ” Interesting choice of words, since the Air
Force says the ability to “serve” as a JAG is “contingent upon
graduation“ from law school. For the record, Weinstein got
his law degree in 1981, four years after he graduated

USAFA. How’s that math work again? ”
Seems the media is
not concerned about First Amendment or Fact Checking.

THANK YOU “GOD AND COUNTRY” FOR HOLDING
TRUE TO CONSTITUTIONAL OATH!
“Remember that it is the actions, and not
the commission, that make the officer,
and that there is more expected from him,
than the title”.
GEORGE WASHINGTON, Address to the Officers of the Virginia
Regiment, Jan. 8, 1756

It is easy to forget that Michael
Weinstein was an Air Force JAG “for 10
years” (if you can figure out how that
timeline works, you win the Christmas
turkey). [Weinstein] has long fought to
eliminate religious-oriented functions at
the Academy…
Gamaliel Foundation branch of Saul Alinsky’s (IAF) Industrial
Area Foundation is same Community Organizing Group Barack
Obama worked prior to his Illinois Senate run.
Mikey
Weinstein attended 2008 International Leadership Event in
Washington D.C.

A Clear and Present Danger: The Threat
to Religious Liberty in the Military –
Dec 12, 2013

Pentagon
Taps
Anti-Christian
Extremist for Religious Tolerance
Policy
http://www.breitbart.com/Big-Peace/2013/04/28/Pentagon-Consul
ts-Extremist-Who-Calls-Christians-Monsters-and-Enemies-ofthe-Constitution-to-Develop-Religious-Tolerance-Policy

Fundamentalist Christian Monsters:
Papa’s Got A Brand New Bag
Among the Communist Goals for America which was entered as
part of Congressional Record January 10, 1963 is:
#27. Infiltrate the churches and replace revealed religion
with “Social” religion. Discredit the Bible and emphasize the
need for intellectual maturity.
#28 Eliminate prayer or any phase of religious expression in
the schools on the ground that it violates the principle of
“Separation” fo church and state”.
#29.
Discredit the American Constitution by calling it
inadequate, old-fashioned, out of step with modern needs, a
hindrance to cooperation between nations on a worldwide basis.
Is it possible to maintain liberties enjoyed by U.S.
Constitution which are “Endowed by the Creator” and totally
eliminate God, and Christianity?

Air Force Removes ‘God’ From

Logo
To
Please
Atheists
http://www.nowtheendbegins.co
m/blog/?p=8491
Fla. Air Force Base Removes
Bible
From
‘Missing
Man
Table;’ Sparks Controversy
‘Revolt’ Over Bible Verse
Removal Leads to Air Force
Academy Explanation
Air Force Bows to Atheist
Complaints: Will Remove Bible
Requirement
for
On-Base
Lodging
With the appeasement to Islam
while
attacking
anything

remotely
connected
to
Christianity
and
“The
Creator” are we opening a
door for Established Religion
and Religious Tyranny?
Mikey Weinstein’s attack on Military Religious Freedom. Is
there a hidden agenda attacking all aspects of Christianity
while advocating Islam? Why is no one speaking against
“Established Religions??
If “The Creator” and Christianity is eliminated from America
how will that effect our constitutional rights? Is Mikey and
FFRF freedom of or Freedom (From).
Are their actions
“tolerant” or “Intolerance”?

Military chaplains told to
shy from Jesus
To pray — or not to pray — in Jesus’ name is the question
plaguing an increasing number of U.S. military “I am a Navy
chaplain being fired because I pray in Jesus’ name,” said Navy
Lt. Gordon Klingenschmitt, who will be holding 6 p.m. prayer
vigils daily in Lafayette Park.
This case surrounded Chaplin
Lt. Klingenschmitt prayer for female enlisted who ask for
prayer
for
engagement
in
homosexual
affair.
http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2005/dec/21/20051221-12122
4-6972r/
Bill Clinton started the White House Ramadan Dinner. Is there
really evidence of Obama’s claims of First Amendment freedoms
are they really tolerable of “All” religions as stated in 2013

dinner?
An Egyptian magazine claims that six American Islamist
activists who work with the Obama administration are Muslim
Brotherhood operatives who enjoy strong influence over U.S.
policy.

FFRF Freedom
From Religion
Foundation
co-president
Dan
Barker
bestowing a
“Champion of
the
First
Amendment”
plaque
Mikey

upon

Weinstein
Photo
by
Brent
Nicastro
By
Mikey
Weinstein

Champion of the First Amendment” Award
Acceptance Speech”

The

Christianization

(elimination) of the Military
Daniel Edwin Barker President of FFRF global movement to
eliminate Christianity.

“An elective despotism was not the government we fought
for; but one in which the powers of government should
be so divided and balanced among the several bodies of
magistracy as that no one could transcend their legal
limits without being effectually checked and restrained
by the others.” – Federalist Papers, No. 58, 1788
As we approach celebration of liberty this July 4th is our
individual liberties and freedoms better or worse since
starting “War on Terror”???
We should ask ourselves does
appeasement work or is the transformation “Psychological
Warfare”??
Has America lost the generational race by
Psychological Subversion, Hegemony, revisited history and
“Cultural Marxism” i.e. Political Correctness?
[Video]
Blueprint if America found themselves loses their liberty.
Largest granite monument called “The Matrix of Liberty” in
America.
Quotes by James Madison “Father of Bill of Rights”.
“There is not a shadow of right in the general government to
intermeddle with religion. Its least interference with it,
would be a most flagrant usurpation. I can appeal to my
uniform conduct on this subject, that I have warmly supported
religious freedom.” – Journal, June 12, 1788
“I believe there are more instances of the abridgement of the
freedom of the people by gradual and silent encroachments of
those in power than by violent and sudden usurpations.” –
Speech to the Virginia Ratifying Convention, June 16, 1788

